Read & Publish Deal 2022-2024  
Leiden University & John Benjamins Publishing Company

As of 1st January 2022, Leiden University and John Benjamins Publishing Company have a Read & Publish deal that permits eligible articles in Benjamins’ journals to be published Open Access without a payment from the author.

**Who is eligible:**
Corresponding authors affiliated to Leiden University or LUMC.
For the publisher, the corresponding author is the author who submits the article to the journal and corresponds with the publisher during the publication process. Only this author can receive the discount.

**When does this deal apply:**
To articles submitted to any John Benjamins journal between 1 January 2022 and 31 December 2024 (if accepted for publication, and regardless of when it is published). The deal was extended in 2023 for one more year on the same terms.

**How does it work:**
Corresponding authors must give clear indication of their Leiden affiliation: “Leiden University”, “Rijksuniversiteit Leiden”, “Universiteit Leiden”, “Leiden University Medical Center”, “LUMC”, or “Leids Universitair Medisch Centrum”. The affiliation as stated in the article will be used by the publisher to identify them as eligible. In addition they may use their *.leidenuniv.nl or *.lumc.nl email addresses.
Upon acceptance Benjamins will communicate eligibility to the corresponding author and notify the institution (Leiden University Libraries).

**More information:**
For more information, please consult the Leiden Journal Browser to search for the journal of your choice, the John Benjamins website or the Open Access Team via email: openaccess@library.leidenuniv.nl
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